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Abstract — This paper provides insight into the transport
mechanisms of the collector current in SiGe HBTs operating
at cryogenic temperatures and compares three technology
generations of devices. Based on the experimental data,
a method to differentiate direct tunneling from quasiballistic transport is proposed. Measurements indicate that
direct tunneling becomes more significant at cryogenic
temperatures. The effects of technology scaling on the
direct tunneling were investigated using TCAD. Direct
tunneling was found to be sensitive to the base width
and the Ge profile. It is predicted that without an increase
in the Ge content, direct tunneling may dominate over
quasi-ballistic transport at the limits of technology scaling.
Index Terms — Cryogenic, HBT, scaling, SiGe, transport.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

ILICON–germanium heterojunction bipolar transistors
(SiGe HBTs) have recently gained attention due to their
potential use in quantum computing readout circuits [1].
Quantum computing readout, together with other physics
experiments such as charge sensing, detecting magnetic
switching, or electron counting, creates a need for amplifiers that directly interface with quantum mechanical devices
operating at deep cryogenic temperatures (<4 K and even
down to tens of mK) [2]–[4]. In order to connect the
interior of the cryogenic refrigerators to room temperature
instrumentation, experimental setups historically use lengthy
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cables that present significant loading on the already tiny
output signals [5]. It was found that by adding a cryogenic
preamplifier at mK temperatures, the system signal-to-noise
ratio can be increased by as much as 100 times [1]. Overall,
these interface applications demand low noise, low-to-medium
speed (up to several hundred MHz), and most importantly
very low power. The cooling power of cryogenic refrigerators
used for research purposes is typically on the order of a few
watts at 4.2 K and < 1 μW at 100 mK (as per vendor
quotes from Lake Shore Cryotronics, Advanced Research
Systems, Janis Research Company, Quantum Design, and [6]),
while that for commercial dilution refrigerators (DRs) can be
0.5–1 mW at 100 mK [7], [8], increasing rapidly as the base
temperature rises. In all cases, a significant portion of this
power dissipation (the exact percentage is usually unknown) is
used to cool mechanical fixtures, such as sample plates, which
leaves much less cooling capacity for the sample and interface
circuits under study. Since the circuits are placed close to the
samples (e.g., qubits or quantum mechanical structures) within
the same cooling system, the limitations on cooling demand
minimization of heat dissipation from the circuits in order to
maintain the cold ambient temperature for the samples. For
an optimistic scenario (100 mK using a commercial DR),
interface circuits should at most operate in the range of
10–100 μW, if not less. For SiGe HBTs to successfully serve
these emerging applications, it is important to understand
the cryogenic transport mechanisms of SiGe HBTs at these
extremely low-power levels.
Previous studies have shown an evidence for quasi-ballistic
(nonequilibrium) transport and trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) in
early generations of SiGe HBTs [9], [10]. Recently, at cryogenic temperatures as low as 70 mK, SiGe HBTs exhibited
nonclassical characteristics in their measured currents, where
a portion of the collector current was explained using a direct
tunneling mechanism from emitter to collector [11], [12].
The same mechanism was discovered independently in a
different SiGe technology, suggesting that the mechanism
is prevalent in advanced SiGe HBTs [13]. In light of this
newly discovered mechanism, this paper proposes a simple
method to differentiate direct tunneling mechanisms from
quasi-ballistic transport. This provides new insight into how
the technology scaling of SiGe HBTs affects the collector
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current in Gummel characteristics at cryogenic temperatures.
The transport mechanisms responsible for the base current,
though clearly important, will, for brevity, be presented in a
separate paper.
This paper also investigates the effects of generational
scaling on the collector current of SiGe HBTs operating at
cryogenic temperatures. Conventional scaling of SiGe HBTs
leads to large improvements in peak unity-gain cutoff frequency ( f T ) and maximum oscillation frequency ( f MAX ), but
such improvements are targeted for high-injection operation
near room temperature [14], [15]. For low-power quantum
interface applications at cryogenic temperatures, it is crucial
to know how temperature scaling affects the low-to-medium
injection region due to the presence of nonclassical transport
mechanisms. Therefore, three generations of SiGe HBTs were
measured and simulated in TCAD at cryogenic temperatures
in order to examine the sensitivity of transport mechanisms
to process parameters and provide insight for future profile
designs.
II. D EVICE T ECHNOLOGY AND M EASUREMENT S ETUP
The devices investigated in this paper are from
GLOBALFOUNDRIES BiCMOS 5 AM (0.5 μm), 8 HP
(130 nm), and 9 HP (90 nm) technologies and are referred
to as first [16], third [17], [18], and fourth [19] generation
devices. All devices presented are high-performance (HP)
device variants from each generation; meaning, their collector
profiles were optimized for maximum speed. The HP devices
for the first, third, and fourth generations have peak f T / f MAX
values of 50/65, 200/270, and 300/350 GHz, respectively,
at 300 K. For simplicity, only n-p-n SiGe HBTs will be
discussed. C-B-E-B-C layout structures, with an emitter
length in the range of 1–10 μm were measured for each
generation, and the presented results were verified to be both
reproducible and consistent across multiple samples.
The measurement was performed in a Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) DynaCool
system. The system was configured to allow quick sweeps
of temperature with a maximum cooling power of 5 mW
at 1.5 K. Test samples were die-attached on custom gold
packages using indium solder and connected to the packages
by gold wirebonds. The connections from the PPMS system
were adapted to triaxial cabling to minimize the residual noise
and fed into the Agilent 4156C Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer for device characterization.
III. E XISTING T RANSPORT T HEORIES
Three different transport mechanisms have been shown
to exist in the collector current of SiGe HBTs operating
at cryogenic temperatures: quasi-ballistic transport [9],
TAT [10], and direct tunneling [12], [13]. A qualitative
illustration of the three transport mechanisms with respect
to bias is shown in the conduction band diagram in Fig. 1.
When the emitter–base voltage (VBE ) is small, no conduction
is possible, because carriers do not have sufficient energy
to surmount the base potential barrier, and the base width
is too large for any tunneling process. As VBE is increased,

Fig. 1. Qualitative illustration of various transport mechanisms from
conduction band of SiGe HBTs under various VBE values.

however, the conduction band energy in the emitter is raised
relative to the base. This effectively reduces both the base
width and the barrier height for electrons in the emitter. If the
base width is small and trap levels exist in the base, electrons
can tunnel from the emitter into the trap states in the base and
subsequently tunnel into the collector to generate transport
current. With increasing VBE , direct tunneling may become
possible if the base width is small enough, such that electrons
can tunnel directly (instead of via traps) from emitter to
collector. At higher VBE , electrons are brought close to the top
of the base conduction band, and direct conduction occurs.
Direct conduction occurs via either drift-diffusion (in a
thick base) or quasi-ballistic transport (in a thin base). For an
extremely thin base, ballistic transport may occur [20]–[22].
Despite formal proof, quasi-ballistic transport was inferred to
exist in SiGe HBTs and accounts for the low-temperature
nonideal behavior in the collector current [9]. In quasi-ballistic
transport, the collector current can be modeled phenomenologically as drift-diffusion but with an electron temperature higher
than the ambient temperature. At cryogenic temperatures,
the lack of phonons results in less energy exchange between
the electron ensemble and the lattice, which yields reduced
cooling power for the electrons. This can explain the higher
electron temperature. It is generally observed that the driftdiffusion 1/T scaling of collector current initially holds until
the temperature is “low,” at which point the current is better
modeled with an effective electron temperature rather than an
ambient temperature [23]. For this reason, in this paper, quasiballistic transport and drift-diffusion are assumed to be of the
same form (both are here referred to as direct conduction), and
the deviation of 1/T slope with cooling is assumed to come
from quasi-ballistic transport.
IV. D IRECT T UNNELING V ERSUS
Q UASI -B ALLISTIC T RANSPORT
The collector current density (JC ) versus VBE of SiGe HBTs
from three technology generations across temperature is shown
in Fig. 2. At high temperatures, the current is linear on a
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Fig. 3. Qualitative illustration of conduction band diagram of SiGe HBTs
showing the variation of base barrier width under multiple VCB values.

Fig. 2. Measured collector current density versus VBE of all three
generations from 300 to 1.8 K. Below 18 K, the curves overlap. The
TAT region is circled, with its onset marked with arrows.

log scale (exponential) as drift-diffusion transport dictates.
At both 1.8 and 18 K, a nonideal current at low injection
is observed for all generations. In the first generation device,
the nonideal current below 10 nA/μm2 was shown to be driven
by TAT [10]. Since a similar slope and location of the nonideal
current are observed in the third and fourth generations,
it is plausible that the same TAT mechanism is present in
the more advanced generations. In the present investigation,
the region with a smaller slope, circled in Fig. 2, is assumed
to be due to a TAT mechanism. Section V will discuss the
effects of scaling more in depth. For now, the main question
to address is under which conditions the other mechanisms,
namely direct tunneling and quasi-ballistic transport, exist, and
more importantly, how to differentiate between them in the
measurement.
To distinguish between the two, it is recognized that quasiballistic transport should be only weakly dependent on the
base width. In quasi-ballistic transport, the majority of carriers
travel across the base without scattering. Therefore, a small
change in base width does not change the already small
scattering rate for carriers. In other words, the collector current
component from quasi-ballistic transport should be invariant to
changes in the base width. On the other hand, direct tunneling
current is proportional to the transmission probability P for a
rectangular base barrier, according to [24]
√
2
(1)
P ∝ e−2W 2m(U −E)/h̄
where m is the effective mass of the electron, U is the potential
energy, E is the energy of the electron (E < U inside the
potential barrier), and W is the barrier width. Although the
base barrier is not rectangular, the exponential dependence
still applies, and a change in barrier width (base width) is
expected to result in an exponential change in the tunneling
current [12], [13]. Therefore, the difference between direct

Fig. 4. Collector current from the Gummel characteristics at 1.8 K for VCB
= −0.3 and 0.5 V. Extrapolations of quasi-ballistic current (dotted lines)
estimate the turn-ON voltage for this mechanism.

tunneling versus the quasi-ballistic transport can be revealed
by measuring the collector current for different base widths.
To vary the base width without changing the other
characteristics of devices, collector–base voltage VCB is used
as a tuning parameter. As shown in Fig. 3, increasing VCB
shifts the collector conduction band energy (E C ) down,
effectively reducing the tunneling barrier width. Similarly,
decreasing VCB increases the barrier width. Experimentally,
the Gummel characteristics were measured at VCB = −0.3 V
and VCB = 0.5 V. As shown in Fig. 4, apart from the increase
of current at low injection due to band-to-band tunneling in
the collector–base junction, the collector current of the first
generation device is invariant to changes in VCB . However,
a portion of the collector current in the third and fourth
generation devices changes with VCB .
To quantify this change in current, the normalized collector
current at multiple VCB values is plotted versus collector
current density (JC ) in Fig. 5. Clearly, in the third and fourth
generation devices, collector current density from 10−11 to
10−7 A/μm2 is very sensitive to VCB , and this sensitivity
disappears toward higher JC . In the first generation, however,
the sensitivity is much smaller throughout the JC range. The
strong sensitivity can be explained by the strong dependence
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Fig. 5. Ratio of collector current at various VCB values to the current at
VCB = −0.3 V at 1.8 K in each generation.

of direct tunneling current on the base width (i.e., VCB ),
while the weak sensitivity indicates quasi-ballistic transport
dominates, which is independent of the base width. In other
words, quasi-ballistic transport is present in all generations,
but direct tunneling is present only in the third and fourth
generation devices. This makes intuitive sense.
There are two interesting observations to be made. First,
it may seem surprising that the ratio of current is larger
in the third than the fourth generation device, although the
third generation device should have less tunneling due to its
larger base width. This can be understood since the ratio
of the current is proportional to the ratio of the tunneling
probability P. This ratio, from (1), is proportional to eW ,
where W is the change in base width. In other words,
the ratio is proportional to the absolute change of the base
width, not its percentage change. Compared with the fourth
generation, the collector and base doping are lower in the
third generation, causing a larger change in depletion width for
the same change in VCB . This causes the effective base width
to change more significantly, resulting in a larger change in
tunneling current for the third generation, as can be seen in
Fig. 5. The tunneling current, however, is still larger in the
fourth generation if we compare them at a fixed VBE (barrier
height) value because of its smaller base width. The second
observation is that direct tunneling can potentially degrade
the device transconductance gm , as shown by the smaller
slope of current in Fig. 4. Therefore, the presence of direct
tunneling requires more careful considerations for cryogenic
circuit designs.
To gain more insight into how direct tunneling becomes significant as temperature decreases, the ratio of collector current
between VCB = 0.5 and −0.3 V is plotted across temperature
in Fig. 6. At 82 K, the ratio is mostly constant for all generations, indicating that the direct tunneling is negligible. As the
temperature is lowered, a “hump” is progressively observable
in the third and fourth generation devices, but not in the first
generation device. Since at a fixed VBE value, drift-diffusion

Fig. 6. Ratio of collector current under VCB = 0.5 V and VCB = −0.3 V
from 82 to 1.8 K in each generation.

current decreases with temperature while the tunneling current
remains roughly constant with temperature, tunneling becomes
the dominant mechanism at low temperatures, thereby increasing the ratio. In particular, the hump due to direct tunneling
first shows up in low injection and then slowly encroaches
toward high injection as the temperature is lowered. When the
drift-diffusion current is replaced by quasi-ballistic current,
the percentage of tunneling also stops changing, as shown in
the fourth generation device. For the third and fourth generation devices, the hump at 1.8 K corresponds to a three times
and two times increase, respectively, which is very significant.
In comparison, the ratio is constant in the first generation,
as the base width is too large for any direct tunneling. In short,
direct tunneling can be observed in scaled technologies over
a finite range of collector currents by simply varying VCB .
V. E FFECTS OF S CALING ON T RANSPORT
As SiGe HBT technology scales, there is a consequent
decrease in the base width, increase in collector doping,
increase in Ge mole fraction, and increase in base doping.
Aside from the increase in base doping, which raises the base
potential barrier, all the other modifications will lower the base
potential barrier. A lower barrier enhances the direct tunneling
mechanism, which means that if quasi-ballistic transport is
not increased at the same rate, direct tunneling will become
significant.
Quasi-ballistic transport is mostly dependent on the base
barrier height. This can be understood by recognizing that
most electrons do not have enough energy to overcome the
base barrier at cryogenic temperatures until the barrier height
is close to zero, which is when the emitter quasi-Fermi level
is similar in height to the base conduction band edge. The
base barrier height is directly dependent on the integrated Ge
content, which is indirectly related to the peak Ge content and
the width of the Ge profile. As seen from the extrapolated line
in Fig. 4, the onset of the quasi-ballistic transport shifts toward
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smaller VBE as technology scales, because the peak Ge content
increases in the more advanced generations. To decrease the
turn-ON voltage of the quasi-ballistic transport, a larger Ge
mole fraction is required. However, a larger Ge mole fraction
requires a thinner base to maintain Ge film stability [14].
Additionally, technology scaling targets improved highfrequency operation at room temperature and typically does
not exceed a 30% peak Ge content. Instead, one must also
shrink the base width using decreased thermal cycles to
achieve the improved performance [25]. Therefore, the onset
of quasi-ballistic transport is likely fixed if room temperature
scaling rules are followed. The reduced base width, however,
will increase the direct tunneling current relative to quasiballistic current. Such increase will be visible until quasiballistic current eventually rises above the direct tunneling
current. In other words, direct tunneling is expected to dominate the collector current up to higher VBE in more scaled
technology generations.
It is difficult to predict how the TAT will change with
technology scaling, since TAT, which relies on the presence
of traps, depends on the technology sensitive process steps,
such as epitaxial growth conditions and tooling. For example,
in [13], no TAT region is observed, which indicates that
the specifics of the device structure design and processing
conditions can play a major role in eliminating the TAT.
In particular, a perimeter versus area (P/A) analysis can give
more insight into the physical location of the traps in play.
However, a P/A analysis is not meaningful in the present
case because the standard device sizes in these highly scaled
technologies allow for only a small range of P/A ratio (their
emitter stripe width is fixed at minimum geometry and cannot
be altered). That said, we can still estimate the energy of
the trap levels based on the onset of the TAT from the
Gummel characteristics. As shown in Fig. 1, quasi-ballistic
transport occurs when the emitter quasi-Fermi level is close
to the base conduction band edge. Since the onset of TAT
occurs earlier than the onset of the quasi-ballistic transport,
the trap states must be located below the base conduction
band. From Fig. 2, the onset of TAT is 0.87, 0.82, and
0.81 V for the first, third, and fourth generation devices,
respectively. From Fig. 4, the extrapolated onset of the quasiballistic transport is about 1.05, 0.96, and 0.90 V. Therefore,
TAT occurs about 100–200 mV before the onset of the quasiballistic transport, indicating that the traps are likely located
within 100–200 meV from the base conduction band edge.
The good news here is that, as shown in Fig. 4, in the fourth
generation devices, the TAT leakage current extends only to
about 10 pA/μm2 , much lower than in the first generation
devices, where it extends to 10 nA/μm2 . This may be the
result of both improved process technology and film tooling (yielding reduced trap density) and, equally importantly,
an earlier onset of direct tunneling (as discussed earlier).
From the data, the onset of direct tunneling current appears
to shift to smaller VBE from the first to fourth generations,
thereby masking the TAT. It is expected that, with scaling,
such trends will continue and the direct tunneling will become
more significant, causing the TAT current to only appear at
extremely low injection.
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Fig. 7. Ratio of collector current from the HD model with and without the
tunneling model. The collector current is extracted from forward Gummel
simulation at VBE corresponding to IC =10 nA in the HD model.

VI. TCAD S IMULATIONS
We created three 2-D models in Sentaurus TCAD corresponding to three SiGe HBT generations and used them
to investigate how scaling impacts the direct tunneling current. The models were fully calibrated to the room temperature dc and ac measurement data, with Slotboom bandgap
narrowing and Phillips unified mobility models [26], [27].
To simulate the tunneling current, the nonlocal tunneling
model with Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin approximations was
enabled, which does not alter the room temperature calibration. The nonlocality of tunneling was incorporated as a
generation/recombination rate dependent on the local quasiFermi level, electric field, and the potential profile along the
tunneling paths [28]. The collector current was calibrated to
the measurement results from 300 to 40 K using only effective
tunneling mass as a free parameter. Quasi-ballistic transport
was not included in the TCAD due to the lack of physical
models. For simulations below 50 K, recombination in the
base was found to not affect the simulated collector current
(as expected for direct tunneling).
Two investigations were conducted using TCAD. The first
evaluated the amount of tunneling versus conventional driftdiffusion present in the transport current as the device scales.
To evaluate this, the device was simulated with either hydrodynamic (HD) and tunneling models engaged or with the
HD model alone. The ratio of collector current with and
without tunneling at VBE , corresponding to 10 nA of current
from the HD model alone, is plotted in Fig. 7. As expected,
the ratio of current with or without tunneling is constant
throughout the temperature range in the first generation device
because the base width is too large for tunneling processes. For
the third and fourth generation devices, however, the effects
of direct tunneling on collector current begin to appear at as
high as 180 K in the fourth generation and 130 K in the
third generation. Initially, the tunneling is simply a fractional
increase compared with the HD current. At lower temperatures, however, the HD current becomes smaller compared
with the direct tunneling current, and the ratio between the
two increases dramatically. This can be visually seen in Fig. 8,
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF PARAMETERS IN TCAD S IMULATION

Fig. 8. Collector current of the fourth generation device from Gummel
characteristics and TCAD simulations. TCAD simulations are in the
HD model with or without the tunneling model.

where the collector current from the simulation with and
without the tunneling model, as well as the measured data,
is plotted across the temperature for the fourth generation
device. At high temperatures, the tunneling does not affect
the collector current, and both simulations overlap with the
data. At low temperatures, however, the simulated current
with only the HD model can be as much as 2–4 orders of
magnitude smaller than the measured data. The HD model
with direct tunneling, on the other hand, still models the
data fairly well until a divergence above 1 μA/μm2 at low
temperatures, as shown in Fig. 8 for 46 K. The inaccuracies
at high currents are due to the absence of the quasi-ballistic
transport model, which is necessary to explain the continuous
exponential increase in the measured current.
The second investigation evaluates the sensitivity of tunneling to the technology process parameters that can modify
the base barrier shape. Four process parameters were chosen,
namely, peak base doping, peak doping of the selectively
implanted collector (SIC), peak Ge, and base width. In addition, a scenario where the base width is reduced while the
base doping is increased by the same factor (to keep constant
integrated base charge) was also simulated. For comparison
purposes, the base width is defined as the distance between the
E-B and C-B metallurgical junctions. Though clearly multiple
parameters will be scaled simultaneously in the real world
(e.g., vertical reduction of base/collector profiles, reduction
of emitter cap layer thickness, and modification of Ge profile,
and so on), it is difficult to assess the contribution of individual
parameters and make a fair comparison. Instead, the sensitivity
to the various individual parameters was examined through
the use of TCAD simulations. The base and SIC doping
profiles are assumed to be Gaussian shaped and defined by
the peak and standard deviation. The base width was adjusted
by varying the standard deviation of the Gaussian boron
profile, which changes the E-B and C-B doping intercepts.
All simulations were performed using the calibrated fourth
generation TCAD model deck. The doping profile across the
cutline in the intrinsic device is published in [12].
Fig. 9 shows the normalized collector current at a fixed VBE
value versus the various process parameters, all simulated
at 57 K. The process parameters were normalized to the values

given in Table I. Observe that scaling Ge affects the current
density significantly, as even a slight reduction in Ge increases
the base barrier width and height and thereby decreases the
tunneling current exponentially. A separate simulation (not
shown) reveals that at low temperatures, the Ge content at
the BE junction or the Ge grading in the base alone is much
less important to the magnitude of tunneling than the total
integrated Ge. To understand why, we can look at a typical
Ge profile, which ramps up before the EB intercept and ramps
down after the CB intercept. Compared with a graded Ge
profile, a box Ge profile reduces the base barrier height not
only within the neutral base but also in the EB and CB
depletion regions, which effectively reduces the barrier width
and exponentially increases the tunneling. Therefore, if a large
collector current is desired (e.g., for a large current gain β),
or if the turn-ON voltage needs to be reduced, a larger Ge
mole fraction (close to a box profile shape) throughout the
base is preferred. There should be less concern over using
a box profile in scaled technologies as the Ge film stability
requirement would be more relaxed due to inherently smaller
base widths. The base width reduction decreases the tunneling
barrier width and allows significantly more collector current
to flow. Even if the base doping is increased (higher barrier)
while the base width is reduced, the current still increases
significantly, because the effect of base width dominates over
the effect of base doping. The effect of collector doping is
also small, which means that a higher collector doping to
suppress Kirk and heterojunction barrier effects for the room
temperature operation will not have much impact on cryogenic
operation.
VII. S UMMARY
This paper provides insight into the cryogenic collector
transport in SiGe HBTs. A unified picture of transport is
summarized for three technology generations, where direct
tunneling can be distinguished from the quasi-ballistic transport through a simple experimental method. Among all transport mechanisms, TAT could be potentially eliminated using
optimized process technology, particular device structures, and
improved film tooling with lower epitrap densities. At least,
the industry scaling trend so far suggests that the effects of
TAT are diminishing in more advanced generations. Direct
tunneling and quasi-ballistic transport are expected to become
more dominant when the base width is scaled down, and the
competition between the two transport mechanisms centers
around the integrated Ge profile (width and Ge profile shape).
Without an increase in Ge content, direct tunneling may
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Fig. 9. Simulated collector current versus process parameters that are
individually varied in TCAD. Both the current and process parameters
are normalized to the initial values.

dominate over quasi-ballistic transport to a higher collector
current level. Through a process parameter sensitivity analysis
using TCAD, total integrated Ge content and base width are
determined to be the most important factors for optimizing
cryogenic collector current in SiGe HBTs.
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